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Summary-Clinical estimation of the degree of muscular rigidity and akinesia in cases of Parkinson’s disease is difficult, as both produce slowing of voluntary movements. However, while akinesia interferes mainly with the speed at which the movement is initiated following extereoceptive and propioceptive demands, muscular rigidity interferes only with the speed at which a body segment is transferred in the space. The present report describes a series of tests for an objective and quantitative evaluation of the initiation of movement and the transference of a body segment in the space. The tests allow comparative analysis between different patients and within the same patient at different time. In a group of Parkinsonian patients treated with L-DOPA, tests were performed to follow patients’ improvement. Results showed that patients receiving L-DOPA significantly improved in the performance of tests that measure transference of a body segment in space, but not in tests that measure initiation of movements. Tremor frequency was decreased and amplitude increased by treatment with L-DOPA although not in a significant way. In agreement a careful clinical evaluation demonstrated improvement mainly in cogwheel sign and less in other clinical manifestations of rigidity. It is concluded that L-DOPA improves the clinical picture of Parkinson’s disease by relieving muscular rigidity and its secondary negative symptoms, but has limited effect on akinesia. These results may explain why L-DOPA has not been useful in the treatment of akinesia when due to other causes (pro-



gressivesupranuclear palsy). L-Dihydroxyphenylalanine (L-DOPA) has been said to be useful in the treatment of all manifestations of Parkinson’s disease, particularly akinesia (BARBEAU, 1969; ~ALNE, STERN, LAWRENCE, SHARKEY and ARMITAGE,1969; COTZIAS,PAPAVASILIOU and GELLENCE,1969; KLAWANSand ERLICH, 1969). On the other hand, akinesia in cases of progressive supranuclear palsy has not been improved by this treatment (KLAWANS,1969; WAGSHULLand DAROFF, 1969). This contradiction may be due to difficulties in differentiating clinically akinesia from the so called “secondary negative symptoms” (MARTIN-PURDON, HURWITZ and FINLAYSON,1962) that result from muscular rigidity, as both produce slowing movements. However, while muscular rigidity interferes only with the speed at which a body segment is transferred in the space, akinesia interferes also with the speed at which a movement is initiated following exteroceptive and propioceptive demands. On this assumption a series of tests were designed to measure the two phases of movement: initiation of movement and transference of a body segment in space, and applied to a group of Parkinsonian patients treated with L-DOPA. MATERIAL



AND METHODS



Twenty patients with Parkinson’s disease in different stages of evolution were considered for this study. They were clinically studied and a quantitative evaluation of symptoms was carried out as follows: 89
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1.



Lineal movement’s velocity



The time taken to transfer a body segment for a given distance was evaluated by asking the patient to press alternately with the same finger or foot two switches separated by a distance of 1 m for the arms and 50 cm for the legs (Fig. 1A). Each switch was connected to a different polygraph channel to obtain graphic inscriptions of the switch intermittent pressure. Scores performed in 10 set for each arm and leg were counted and the number multiplied by 10 for the arms and by 5 for the legs to obtain the results in centimeters per second.



Fig. 1A. Quantitative evaluation was carriedout with aspeedometer connected to a polygraph to obtain graphic recordings. Lineal movement’s speed: The upper recording corresponds to a normal person of the control and the lower recording to a patient with severe rigidity. Upper arrows indicate the switches and lower arrows the pedals (see text).



2.



Alternative movements’ rate



The patient was asked to make repetitive movements with 2 fingers on a microswitch very sensitive to pressure, so that patient did not have to do a large excursion of the finger or to apply force to press and release it; therefore, limitation of ample movements by rigidity did not considerably modify the alternating movements’ rate. Alternating movements for the feet were tested by asking the patient to press and release a foot pedal connected to a microswitch that was also very sensitive to pressure. However, it was observed that the patient had to make a larger excursion with the feet than with the fingers in order to press and release the pedal. Through a polygraph graphic recordings for the switch pressing were obtained. Patients were then asked to make maximal scores possible, testing separately each hand and foot; by counting the score performed in 10 set and dividing the number by 10 the results in number per second were obtained (Fig. 1B). 3.



Reaction time



Patients were asked to stand by with the finger or feet close to the microswitch (in such a way that no transportation of the arm or leg was necessary to reach the microswitch). They were asked to press on and off as soon as a signal was given. The signal consisted of clicks given at different intervals; 20 clicks were given to test each extremity separately. For the present study only the time elapsed between the click (marked in our paper through
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Fig. 1B. Quantitative evaluation was carried out with a speedometer connected to a polygraph to obtain graphic recordings. Alternating movements: Upper recordings represents a control case and lower recording a patient with slow movements although rigidity in this case was not particularly severe.
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Fig. 1C. Quantitative evaluation was carried out with a speedometer connected to a polygraph to obtain graphic recordings. Reaction time: The click was given by pressing a button that also made graphic inscription. A patient with akinesia showed a delayed reaction time (lower row) compared with a normal person (upper row).
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a polygraph channel) and the moment when the switch was turned on, were considered, although in cases of akinesia the time taken for the patient to release pressure was also prolonged. The reaction time was measured in milliseconds (Fig. IC). 4.



Amplitude of movements With the patient’s arm extended before him on an arm board and the thumb abducted from the other fingers, patients were asked to make wrist pronation and supination of maximal amplitude. Since the centre of the hand was the axis, the excursion of the thumb in maximal pronation and supination was measured by means of a protractor. The arm board prevented the flexion of the arm at the elbow. Swinging ofthe arm was measured by holding the patient’s arm at the level of the examiner’s shoulder; the hand was then released and the patient was asked to leave the arm swinging freely at his side; the amplitude of the first pendular excursion was measured by a protractor in the patient’s axila. We agree with SCHWAB (1964) that the test for arm balancing is very difficult to evaluate, as voluntary relaxation of the patient’s arm has to be complete each time. The manoeuvre was repeated 10 times for each arm and the results were averaged. 5.



Tremor Tremor was measured using the following two methods: (a) A single plane accelerometer (Grass SPAI) was attached to the index finger and inscription of the oscillations obtained in a polygraph. Plate electrodes were placed on the flexors and extensors of the fingers and the movement also recorded in a polygraph channel. A Grass polygraph integrator was used to count the muscular activity from the flexors. As tremor may vary a great deal for circumstances such as the hour of the day, the state of mental relaxation, emotion or awareness, it was considered important to standardize the conditions of recording. For this purpose we tried to elicit the maximal amplitude of tremor by giving the patients a difficult mental task (such as mental calculation) and asking them to do it as fast as possible, while their voice was recorded. Under such conditions maximal and minimal amplitude of the oscillations were measured. Since the polygraph channel (Grass Preamplifier 7PlA) is calibrated in millivolts, the results were expressed in mV (Fig. 1D).



(b) Needle electrodes were inserted in the flexors and extensors and connected through preamplifiers into an oscilloscope and a magnetic tape. The EMG activity was therefore observed and recorded. By comparing the two methods of recording tremor, no significant differences were found providing recordings were made under similar circumstances. Clinical evaluation included a qualitative estimation of the amplitude and frequency of tremor, reaction time taken as the speed at which the patient initiated the finger-nose test following examiner’s command, and the amplitude of wrist pronation-supination. Station was considered as the ability to maintain equilibrium, patients standing with their feet together, while they were gently pushed aside. The predominant character of the gait and tendency to fall while walking was carefully examined. The presence and magnitude of cogwheel sign and the presence of gaze impairment were also quoted. Evolution of these signs was demonstrated by motion pictures taken during each examination. An attempt to quantify voice intensity by recording on magnetic tape failed as the slightest variation in the position of the head with regard to the microphone caused large variations in voltage; however, films taken from the recording gave an objective demonstration of voice type(pallilalia, festination or slowing).
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Fig. 1D. Quantitativeevaluationwas carried outwith a speedometer connectedto apolygraph to obtain graphic recordings. Tremor amplitude and EMG activity of forearm muscles were tested in conditions of maximal tremor’s amplitude. EMG was integrated through a Grass polygraph integrator (second row).



The presence and magnitude of symptoms were rated and charted according to the system described in Table 4. The above-mentions evaluation was carried out twice before the treatment with L-DOPA was-instituted. L-DOPA was given at progressive doses in such a way that by the end of the second month all patients were receiving the maximal dose tolerated, that for our group averaged 5.5 g/day. Two cases that presented manifestations of intolerance with low dose (below 4 g/day) were rejected from the results and two others abandoned the study because of serious intercurrent disease. Therefore 16 patients were considered for the results and followed over a period of 8 months. A complete evaluation was performed monthly in this group. To evaluate improvement the study that showed the maximal improvement for each patient was selected to compare it with his pre-treatment study. Ten normal subjects were given the quantitative tests to have a standardization of the results. The values were tabulated and computed by a person not involved in the experiments. For the quantitative analysis the absolute modification produced in each parameter by L-DOPA and the increments or decrements were calculated. Mean value, standard deviation and standard error of absolute and increment values were calculated. For the qualitative evaluation the severity of each sign and symptom before and after treatment were evaluated, and the results were analyzed by the Chi square test. RESULTS Rest&s are presented in Tables l-4 and the increments in Figures 2-4, 1. Tremor In 3 cases of fine, rapid tremor it disappeared by the 8th month, in the other cases tremor remained unchanged and in 2 cases it worsened. In evaluating the increments there was a slight tendency for the tremor to worsen with the treatment, but this was not statistically significant (P > 0*05). Also a tendency for the frequency of the tremor to slow down was not significant.
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2.



Initiation of movement Although in two cases the reaction time was improved with L-DOPA, all other cases remained unchanged or worsened, the decrements being not significant (P>O.O5). Also improvement in the ability to perform fast alternating movements was not statistically important for the group. Reaction time measures the time elapsed between an exteroceptive FREQUENCY



MAXIMAL AMPLITUDE



0.6



MINIMAL 0.10



0



AMPLITUDE



06



-3



-4 Fig. 2. Graphic representations of the effect of L-DOPA on tremor’s frequency and amplitude measured by the method illustrated in Fig. ID. We have taken the increments considered from the control values before treatment with L-DOPA and the values obtained after 8 months’ treatment. Each dot represents the increment of each case, the mean value and standard deviation of the increments are indicated at the side. Frequency was estimated in cycles per second, amplitude in mV, “P” values are indicated.



Table 1. Quantitative



evaluation of the effects of L-DOPA on tremor’s frequency and amplitude Tremor Amplitude (mV)



Values



Frequency Hz



t



12 4.85 4.78 --0.07 0.52 0.15 0.47



P



> 0.05



n



8 Before Ip After xn SD. S.E.



Maximal 16 0.12 0.16 0.048 0.19 0.04 1.Ol > 0.05



Minimal 16 0.028 0,029 0.002 0.032 0.008 0.22 > 0.05



n=number of cases; 8before=mean value of the control group; Xafter=mean value after 8 months’ treatment; x,!I=mean value of the increments; S.D.=standard deviation; S.E.=standard error; “I” and “P” values. To calculate modification of tremor’s frequency, four cases that presented very fine and irregular tremor were eliminated.



demand and the initiation of a voluntary movement, and this we have taken as definition for akinesia. Decrease in the rate of fine alternating movements may be an index of akinesia; however, when ample movements need to be done for the execution of the test, results
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become contaminated by the effect of muscular rigidity. In our results, alternating movements for left foot were improved more than for the fingers,perhaps as a consequence of our system in which the feet had to perform a larger excursion in space than the fingers. Similar I:ALTERNATING,MOVEMENTS ARM LEG RIGHT
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Fig. 3. Graphic representation of the parameters we considered to measure akinseia. Again we have considered the increment value for each case and marked the mean and standard deviation of the increment. Notice that reaction time and alternating movement’s rate were not modified significantly (“I”’ values always > 0.05) for either arms and legs.



Table 2. Effects of L-DOPA treatment



on reaction time and alternating



Reaction time (msec) Values



II



R Before 8 After XA SD. SE. >



Arm



Alternating movements (No&c) Arm



Leg



R



L



R



L



R



16 391 359 -38 113.8 285 > 0.05 1.33



16 456 319 -76 161.5 40.4 > 0.05 1.89



16 469 407 -62 143.8 36.0 1.75 z 0.05



16 491 406 -85 173.8 43.4 1.96 > 0.05



16 4.48 4.70 0.22 0.13 0.18 1.18 > 0.05



Values as in Table 1.



movements’ rate



Leg L 16 3.96 4.28 0.32 0.92 0.23 1.39 > 0.05



R 16 2.30 2.81 0.51 1.01 0.25 2.01 > 0.05



L 16 2.32 264 0.32 1.31 0.33 097 > 0.05
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Table 3. Effects of L-DOPA treatment



and M.



on lineal movement and amplitude of movements



Lineal movement cm/set Values



Arm



n



2 Before R After x/I S.D. SE. k



VELASCO



Amplitude movements (deg)



-



Pronation/supination



Leg



Arm swinging



R



L



R



L



R



L



R



L



16 86.75 109.63 2248 17.46 4.36 < 0.01 5.24



16 83.31 100~00 16.19 15.02 3.75 444 < 0.01



16 55.88 74.06 18.19 16.29 4.07 4.47 CO.01



16 48.00 67.38 19.38 18.14 4.54 4.27 < 0.01



16 85.31 133.12 47.81 29.21 7.30 6.55 < 0.01



16 77.75 119.38 41.63 37.68 9.42 4.42 CO.01



16 43.33 49.76 6.41 8.1 2.78 2.38 < 0.05



16 45.13 55r93 10.80 7.57 3.36 3.2 CO.01



Values as in Table 1.



RIGIDITY I: LINEAL MOVEMENT 60



II:



AMPLlTUDt



IF



MOVEM AR&B RIGHT



;c P



0.05



4 2 6 4



4,04



3



> 0.05



10 3 3



4 9 3



5.54



2



>0.05



Forward Any direction No



11 2 3



3 2 11



2.29



2



> 0.05



4 Reaction time



++ + 0



2 14 0



2 14 0



0.0



1



> 0.05



4 Amplitude



++ + 0



4 8 4



0 11 5



4.58



2



> 0.05



4 Intensity



++ + 0



2 7 I



1 I 8



0.40



2



> 0.05



Type



Pallilalia Festinating Slow Normal



1 1 5 9



3.81



3



> 0.05



5.08



1



0.05



One or two characteristics for each sign were analyzed, and rated according to a conventional system. The number of cases before and after treatment were expressed, and according to the degree of freedom Chi square was calculated and “P” values obtained. Statistically significant results are underlined. From all clinical manifestations of Parkinson’s disease, cogwheel sign and station were the most constantly improved by L-DOPA treatment.
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(P < 0.001). Also amplitude



of wrist pronation-supination and arm swinging were improved to a significant degree (P < 0.01). These tests evaluate the phase of a voluntary movement that may become impaired by the effects of muscular rigidity. In agreement, qualitative evaluation showed maximal improvement in cogwheel sign, a test to evaluate muscular rigidity. Other tests of rigidity such as festinating gait, tendency to fall forward while walking and festinating voice, were improved, although not in a statistically significant way. Perhaps in a larger series these changes may become significant. Improvement in station was also significant, except in 3 cases that showed, besides a marked slowing in movements, tendency to fall in any direction while walking and impairment in gaze convergence; in such cases muscular rigidity was not particularly severe.



DISCUSSION



In our experience L-DOPA improves the clinical picture of Parkinson’s disease by increasing the speed at which a body segment can be transferred in the space and augmenting the amplitude of joint movements. Should the disability to tierform fast movements be called akinesia regardless, its possible origin in muscular rigidity is a matter of discussion. In order to avoid confusion, akinesia has to be defined precisely and operationally if possible in each paper referring to this symptom. In the present report akinesia is considered in the same sense as MARTIN-PURDON et al. (1962) considered it. There are patients “who made remarkably few movements volitionally of any description . . . ” ) “who; when requested initiated movements much more slowly than in normal, and in whom a commenced voluntary movement petered out quickly, the patient freezing in a complex attitude”. “ These patients were by no means all rigid on examination and certainly therewasnopredictablerelationshipbetweenthedegreeofrigidityandpovertyofmovements.” Perhaps this type of patient resembles the patients with progressive supranuclear palsy (DAVID, MACKEY and SMITH, 1968) in whom, as already mentioned, L-DOPA has been used in treatment with poor results. It was not easy to define the participation of akinesia or rigidity in the slowness of movements from the clinical standpoint. However, when tests were applied, two groups of patients could be differentiated: one group with poor performance in lineal movement and amplitude of movements but with surprisingly good reaction time and alternative movements’ rate; a second group with poor performance in all tests but particularly a prolonged reaction time and low alternative movements’ rate. The first group presented more clinical signs of rigidity and it was in this group that L-DOPA revealed maximal improvement. These results disagree with the statement on the impossibility to predict which patient will improve from the treatment with L-DOPA (J.A.M.A., 1971). On the contrary one could nearly say to what extent the clinical picture will be improved, providing an adequate estimation in the severity of akinesia and rigidity is accomplished. As far as tremor is concerned our quantitative evaluation over a period of 8 months has failed to show a definite improvement of those cases with ample tremor; perhaps a longer period of time is necessary to observe the improvement reported by most authors. However, since tremor is a sign that presents spontaneous oscillations, we wonder under which conditions the patients reported to have improved, have been evaluated. Perhaps, by trying to elicit the maximal amplitude of tremor we have obtained tremor in patients that would report verbally an improvement on this sign. Acknowledgement-This work was partially supported provided the L-DOPA used in the experiments.
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